
FUNDATIONS 2 UNIT 5 MULTISYLLABLE WORDS SUFFIXES/PREFIXES 

REVIEW TRICK WORDS 

LEVEL 1 

put two too very also 

 

LEVEL 2 

shall full pull both talk 

walk done goes pretty again 

please animal sure use used 

 

CURRENT UNIT TRICK WORDS 

WEEK 1 

against knew know 

 

WEEK 2 

always often once 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

self shrunk kept squid ranch 

off chess spill cross call 

champ lamp bang string fold 

singing stuffs most crunches smaller 

tallest hunted stalled splashed  

 

CURRENT UNIT WORDS 

WEEK 1 

upset bathmat catfish publish 

limit polish solid cabin 

index mascot edit goblin 

combat until misfit punish 

exit napkin nutmeg chipmunk 

habit robin finish slingshot 

himself relish dentist pumpkin 

insult invent blindfold disrupt 

misfit insist splendid  

 



With -ic 

static sonic clinic panic 

public tonic frantic septic 

fantastic fabric   

 

With Three Syllables 

inhabit volcanic Atlantic discredit 

magnetic disinfect athletic misconduct 

 

WEEK 2 

upsets publishes misspell limited 

polishes polished cabins mascots 

editing goblins punishes punishing 

punished finishes finished finishing 

disrupted disrupts disrupting insisted 

insists children complex unlimited 

unkind nonstop unfinished  

 

With New Suffix Endings 

selfish childish pinkish kindness 

mildness gruffness fondness plumpness 

thankless limitless freshen quicken 

expandable handful fistful shipment 

investment cupful sadness fixable 

unselfish softness   

 

SENTENCES 

Week 1 or 2 

Frank thinks that he will finish last. 

Will mom punish the kids if they are wild? 

Do you know if the cabin is by the pond? 

He knew he was punished for disrupting the class. 

We sat on the cliff at sunset. 

Put that against the cabin. 

Kim was upset when she lost the contest. 



Dad told Jim to put the napkin on his lap. 

The small child will panic if he gets lost. 

The dentist will insist that we brush and floss. 

Mom was frantic when she could not find Tim. 

Chad will be upset if he flunks the quiz. 

Mr. Smith punished Frank for disrupting the class. 

The kids will mimic the men. 

Do you know what is on the quiz? 

He knew the van was stalling. 

Week 2 

Put a cupful of nuts in the mix. 

I am always thankful for his kindness. 

The shop often got a shipment of stuff for kids. 

Mom often wants to freshen up a bit. 

Once you are finished, you can rest. 

Jess misspelled both words on the quiz. 

Can you find the shipment list? 

Stuff for small children must be nontoxic. 

Get a handful of snacks for the kids 

The kind child is always unselfish. 

His pranks are often childish. 

 


